Address: 22 Whitechapel Grove Cleckheaton BD19 6HL

About the application
Application number: 2021/92603
What is the application
for?:

Erection of storage and distribution unit (Use Class B8) with
ancillary offices,

Address of the site or
building:

land west of M62, south of, Whitehall Road, Cleckheaton,
BD19 6PL

Postcode:

User comments
Type of comment: An objection
Do you wish your comments to be published on the website anonymously?

No

I would like to voice my objections to this proposed development.
I was born
I have lived on Whitechapel Grove, Scholes all my life and in
that time have seen many changes take place in this village and quite often not for the
better, but the proposed development would be the absolute worst thing that could
happen.
In this present day the amount of traffic we have through the village is already a major
concern to the safety of the children, elderly, disabled and well and fit people. As soon
as an incident occurs on the motorway or main roads the are becomes a car park
literally trapping us residents. I do believe the company proposing to build this has
offices just off Junction 26 Chain Bar and will be fully aware of the chaos that is caused
already, I do not believe the area could cope with the addition increased traffic this
project will bring. As we all know children must use this route to walk to local schools
which will put them at increased risk. We also have to remember the amount of
flooding in this area which affeActs traffic on a regular basis the latest being only a
couple of weeks ago.
As a local resident we will be affected by the amount of noise this project will bring its
bad enough when there is complications during the night on the motorway, but we will
have increased traffic 24/7 the banging and clanking of lorries and vans being loaded
and unloaded along with the load alarms on the reversing warning systems. And I am
sure there will be much more noise in addition to this.
Light pollution will be increased absolutely ruining the local area. This will directly affect
the residents who live near the proposed site.
This could cause huge damage to wildlife and wild places. We are seeing the loss of
irreplaceable ancient woodlands, wildflower meadows, wetlands and other rare
habitats due to development happening in the wrong place. Schemes to protect rare
species are often ineffective and wildlife becomes restricted to increasingly fragmented
areas. We have deer’s, badgers, bats, owls and many other wildlife in this area.

